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Semantic Web applications  
in Industry, Government,  
Health care and Life Sciences 
Amit Sheth 
• Death by data: amount, variety, sources 
• How to exploit this data? 
• Silver Bullet – SEMANTICS (approach) & 
Semantic Web (technology) 
• Applications to show the value 
– Industry (financial services) 
– Government (intelligence) 
– Science (health care and biomedicine) 
Outline 
 
Not data (search), but integration, analysis and 
insight,  leading to decisions and discovery 
• Data captured per year = 1 exabyte (1018) 
(Eric Neumann, Science, 2005) 
• How much is that? 
– Compare it to the estimate of the total words 
ever spoken by humans = 12 exabyte  
• Continued high cost of interoperability 
and integration 
• Needle in the haystack 
 
Death by Data:  Increasing size 
• Multiple formats: Structured, 
unstructured, semi-structured 
• Multimodal: text, image, a/v, sensor, 
scientific/engineering 
• Thematic, Spatial, Temporal 
• Enterprise to Globally Distributed 
Death by Data:  Increasing Heterogeneity & Complexity 
What? 
 





Is There A Silver Bullet? 
Approach & Technologies 
Semantics:   Meaning & Use of Data 
 
Semantic Web: Labeling data on the 
Web so both humans and machines 
can use them more effectively 
 
i.e., Formal, machine processable 
description   more automation; 
 emerging standards/technologies  
   (RDF, OWL, Rules, …) 
 
Semantic Annotation - document 
How? 
Ontology: Agreement with Common 
Vocabulary & Domain Knowledge 
Semantic Annotation: metadata (manual & 
automatic metadata extraction) 
Reasoning: semantics enabled search, 
integration, analysis, mining, discovery 
 
Is There A Silver Bullet? 
• Agreement 
• Common Nomenclature 
• Conceptual Model with associated 
knowledgebase (ground truth/facts) for an 
industry, market, field of science, activity 
• In some domains, extensive building of 








  <Relationship id=”442134”     
     class="DrugOntology#has_interaction">
     <Entity id="14280" class="DrugOntology  
#interaction_with_physical_condition>sulfa allergy
     </Entity>
  </Relationship>
</Entity>
Excerpt of Drug Ontology Excerpt of Drug Ontology
Semantic Annotation – news feed 
A scenario 
Joe, a high school student researching the pseudo-history 
behind The Da Vinci Code . Teacher suggests him to 
focus on:  
• The Last Supper by Leonardo da Vinci  
• Et in Arcadia ego by Nicolas Poussin 
It so happens that Joe’s younger brother is reading Harry 
Potter and the Philosopher's Stone by J.K. Rowling. A 
casual conversation between the brothers leads to a 
discussion about Nicolas Flamel, who in the Harry Potter 
novel is said to have possessed the philosopher’s stone 
that could convert base metals to gold. At this point their 
father, an amateur historian suggests that there might 
have been a real person by the name Nicholas Flamel, 
and the three wonder if there is any link between these 
seemingly unrelated stories.  
Anecdotal Example 
Leonardo Da Vinci




Santa Maria delle 
Grazie
Et in Arcadia Ego

























Discovering connections hidden in text 
UNDISCOVERED PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE 
Leonardo Da Vinci




Santa Maria delle Grazie







































Calcium Channel  
Blockers 
inhibit 
Keyword query: Migraine[MH] + Magnesium[MH] 
Aim: Legislation (PATRIOT ACT) requires banks to identify ‘who’ 
they are doing business with 
Problem 
• Volume of internal and external data needed to be accessed 
• Complex name matching and disambiguation criteria 
• Requirement to ‘risk score’ certain attributes of this data 
Approach 
•  Creation of a ‘risk ontology’ populated from trusted sources 
(OFAC etc); Sophisticated entity disambiguation 
•  Semantic querying, Rules specification & processing  
Solution 
• Rapid and accurate KYC checks 
•  Risk scoring of relationships allowing for prioritisation of results; 
Full visibility of sources and trustworthiness 
Semantic Application in a Global Bank 




FBI Watchlist  
Ahmed Yaseer  
appears on Watchlist 
member of organization 
works for Company 
Ahmed Yaseer: 
•  Appears on 
Watchlist ‘FBI’  
•  Works for Company 
‘WorldCom’ 
•  Member of  
organization ‘Hamas’ 
The Process 
Example of  
Fraud Prevention 
application used in 
financial services 
User will be able to navigate  
the ontology using a number  
of different interfaces  
   











Semi-structured Government Data 
    
    





Global Investment Bank 
Active Semantic Medical Records  
(operational since January 2006) 
 
Goals: 
• Increase efficiency 
• Reduce Errors, Improve Patient Satisfaction & Reporting 
• Improve Profitability (better billing) 
Technologies: 
• Ontologies, semantic annotations &    
  rules  
• Service Oriented Architecture  
Thanks -- Dr. Agrawal, Dr. Wingeth, and others 
Semantic Applications:  Health Care 
• Semantic Browser: contextual browsing of 
PubMed  
Semantic Applications:  Life Science 
• Passenger Threat Analysis 
• Need to Know  -> Demo 
• Financial Irregularity * 
 
* a classified application 
Primary Funding by ARDA, Secondary Funding by NSF 
Semantic Web Applications in Government 
Aim 




• Need for intuitive visual display of semantic analytics 
showing "connections between the dots" between 
heterogeneous documents and multi-modal content  
• Need for graphical tracking and association of 
activities to discover semantic associations between 
events using thematic and topological relations 
Semantic Visualization 




• Integration of associated 
multimedia content 
 
• Separate Temporal, 
Geospatial, and Thematic 
ontologies describe data 
 
• DEMO 
Semantic Visualization:  EventTracker 
• World class research center- coupled with daytaOhio for 
tech transfer and commercialization 
• Core expertise in  
– data management:  integration, mining, analytics, 
visualization 
– distributed computing:  services/grid computing 
– Semantic Web 
– Bioinformatics, etc. 
• With domain/application expertise in Government, 
Industry, Biomedicine 
• Member of World Wide Web Consortium and extensive 
industry relationships 
Kno.e.sis 
• Interns, future employees 
• Targets research & prototyping 
• dataOhio supported technology 
transfer/incubator 
• Joint projects (e.g., C3 funding from DoD) 
• Guidance on using standards and technologies 
 
“increasing the value of data to you and your 
customers” 
Invitation to work with the center 
http://knoesis.wright.edu/ 
Introducing 
